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Thanks go to the following expert witnesses for sharing their views and opinions:

 

 

 

 

 

As the whole world adapts to new ways of working

during the global pandemic, Bush & Co have been

leading the way, as we have done so many times

before, and has adapted the way we deliver safe

and effective services to the medico-legal sector.

 

With video assessments taking place across the

country, we spoke to three of our expert witnesses

from our network of specialists to share more of an

insight into how assessments are taking place and

showcase the effectiveness of this way of working.
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Michelle: As a Speech and Language Therapist I work with children and their

families and I’m finding they’re really relaxed with technology. Parents have

adapted to the use of technology and children are the most comfortable with

it. At this time they’re using it to ‘meet’ with friends and see family and so

lockdown has very much normalised interacting through video. Parents are

keen to use the technology at their fingertips; using iPads, Zoom, Whatsapp

and FaceTime is all rather normal for them. It’s also helpful that therapies

have adapted to be delivered online too so the assessments feel more

natural.

 

 

Cathy: We’re working within the

constraints of what apps and

technology the client has

available and also what’s most

comfortable for them. One

claimant I’ve assessed recently

asked to use Zoom as he was

familiar with it through his work,

but then I had another client who

really didn’t feel comfortable

using a web based platform and

she had a laptop but no camera

so we met over a Whatsapp video

call. We had a detailed chat

beforehand and then I relied on

her husband to hold the phone at

directed angles and positions to

support a visual assessment of her

posture. There were lots of “left a

bit, right a bit” but overall if was

really effective. We’re really

flexible and it’s important the

client feels as comfortable as

possible before we start. 

 

IN WHAT FORMATS ARE
ASSESSMENTS TAKING
PLACE?



Sam: With accommodation reports it’s important to see the home and living

arrangements as well as restrictions in the flesh so I don’t feel the future will

be purely video calls but lockdown certainly hasn’t restricted the assessments

I’ve been able to deliver. As lockdown eases, I’ve been able to arrange for

surveyors to go into the home socially distanced and capture footage for me

to assess based on a clear brief which has worked well. It’s also important for

me to see the client in their home to particularly understand any pain and

discomfort they’re in when independently living. 

 

I’ve recently assessed one client who was immobilised and could not walk

around her home with an IPhone or another device so it was vital to have a

separate person to give a tour of the property to show the external and

internal environments.  Having a fit and able carer or other person to do this

tour needs to be confirmed in advance to make sure they understand what’s

required. I wasn’t able to see the client move around the property or using the

stairs -  I could have asked to see the client move around, however I didn’t

feel that the client was physically able and it was one aspect of the virtual

meeting that was not as useful as being there in person. 

 

On a positive note, the time saved in travel and speed of interview have been

beneficial. I’ve also sought consent to record the assessment so I have this to

refer to when writing up the report. 

 

 

 

Michelle: In my opinion from a

communication point of view

there is no detrimental impact on

the report I provide. With video

assessments you can still see non-

verbal communications as well as

hear what people have to say and

the enlightening factor is that the

parent and child interactions have

been more spontaneous as they

don’t have a professional sat in

their home. We want to know how

natural interactions are and daily

living scenarios and I’ve found

people are less conscious. There

will of course be a time and a

place for both face-to-face and

video assessments but I think what

the past 10 weeks have shown is

that expertise and experience,

resilience and thinking in new

ways is certainly possible. 

 

ARE VIDEO CALLS REALLY
ABLE TO REPLACE FACE-
TO-FACE ASSESSMENTS?



Cathy: In my opinion, physiotherapy is a great example of how assessments can still work in lockdown. We’re known as

a ‘touchy feely’ hands-on profession and so video assessments may seem unusual for a physiotherapist but for

quantum reports it’s about movement, dysfunction, control and stability and is underpinned by years’ of experience

watching people move. It takes a trained eye which is why Bush & Co, including myself, are extremely capable of

continuing assessments during lockdown; we’re able to draw on our years of knowledge which makes it easier to

identify restrictions, comment on ability and question further where needed. For me, I’m used to seeing the effects of

surgery and injury and have over 20 years’ of experience in scrutinizing how people move which definitely helps.

 

Despite the drive and commitment to keep cases moving forward during lockdown, it’s important to acknowledge

video assessments aren’t for every client though. I had one case where an extremely detailed assessment was

needed. The client had a pelvic issue and the assessment required a detailed and hands-on examination of specific

joints and muscles. I’d needed her to be in positions on the floor to look closely at which muscles were activating and

some hands on detail and scrutiny of movement was needed in this case. It’s important we act with integrity and

decline to provide a video assessment if it’s detrimental to either party within the case.

 

 

 

 

Michelle: The families I have been assessing have been extremely grateful for video assessments. Many are caring for

vulnerable children who are shielding and this is another way they can ensure their safety. I’ve also assessed

vulnerable clients who are shielding and at such an isolated time it’s been nice for them to have someone to talk to

and for them to be listened to and feel their case is moving along whilst not invading their protected space. It’s about

finding the opportunities within a crisis to connect and support.

 

 

 

 

ARE VIDEO CALLS REALLY
ABLE TO REPLACE FACE-
TO-FACE ASSESSMENTS?

WHAT’S THE CLIENT
EXPERIENCE BEEN?



Cathy: I’ve found it has really been dependent on the client

themselves and their situation, their natural communication

style etc. Video assessments work really well with clients who

are able to articulate themselves as the conversation flows

and I’m able to ask all of the questions I need and listen to the

responses. Physical ability also comes into play. One client I

had identified they would struggle to sit and talk for longer

than an hour so it was important we adapted.

 

We split the session into two video calls; talking for the first

session and then a couple of days later I was able to ask

further questions and looked more at movement. The client

found this easier and was more open to showing me his range

of motion, comfortable putting himself into certain positions

etc. Had I driven to his house and carried out the assessment

in one go, the experience may not have been as successful.

 

 

 

Sam: Clients have adapted well. I made sure I

called the client an hour before the meeting

just to have a chat to make sure the video call

was still ok to have and to give the client a

chance to be familiar with my voice before

taking the video call.  Some people are very

nervous and get stressed on a video call, so

this is a matter to really focus on in advance of

the call.  Technology and Wi-Fi speeds are

always going to be a challenge so patience is

key! 

 

 

 

WHAT'S THE CLIENT
EXPERIENCE BEEN?



Cathy: I’ve adapted well. The reduction in

travel has been beneficial for all and I’ve

been able to continue to build rapport

with the client on a professional level.

 

I suppose at times the assessment is kept

on track more and is to the point. Yes a

cup of tea to break the ice would be nice

but I’ve a steady supply of tea at home.

 

 

Michelle: As we were moving towards lockdown as a country I knew that travel was going to be a key factor for me.

Living in Lancashire, I travel a lot and knew there would be difficulties with accommodation and travel and that

organising my time was going to be a challenge. Whilst it was a time of not knowing what would happen I chose to

look at things positively and it was important that I protected the families I would be assessing but my own family too.

A lot of families have profoundly deaf, non-verbal children where swallowing assessments are required which just

aren’t possible right now.

 

Assessments via video call in lockdown have also ensured I can fulfill my duty to the courts and play my role to keep

the case moving forward as effectively and professionally as possible for all parties involved.

 

 

AS AN EXPERT WITNESS,
HOW HAVE THE
ASSESSMENTS BEEN FOR
YOU?



Michelle: The children I’ve assessed during lockdown

have all been really happy engaged children in their

own way and I’ve been greeted with amazing smiles

and big waves – that instantly relaxes the situation. I

also don’t cold call so will phone them first to talk

through how the assessment will work, agree which

platform to use and pick a suitable time.

 

For example one client I’ve assessed recently is a 17

year old with a complex neurological condition and her

parents told me she wasn’t always alert in the

afternoon so a morning video call would be best.

Before the call I then ring again to reconfirm and when

the video starts I’ll always show my ID badge, explain

who I am again and that it’s ok to take breaks, call

back and so on.

 

 

 

 
Sam: Well the traditional offering of tea was certainly

missed as this is a great way to become relaxed with

the client and for them to relax in my company but the

‘small chat’ helped to start and I ask clients to show me

the surrounds of their home to set the scene and help

me to frame my questions.

 

 

 

 

HOW HAVE YOU BUILT A
RAPPORT VIA VIDEO
ASSESSMENT TO MAKE
SURE YOU GET THE RIGHT
INFORMATION FROM THE
CLIENT IN THE TIME YOU
HAVE?



Michelle: I am still able to provide my objective

opinion through a thorough report having

conducted a video assessment. What’s vital is that

in the report I make the circumstances clear and

that a review is possible post-lockdown should it

be required at any time. Working with children I’m

very often assessing them at the beginning where

future update assessments will be required

anyway. What I do make sure more than ever is

that I have reviewed the evidence and documents

prior to the call so that I have more time to pick up

on the specific elements I need to assess and stay

focused. As an experienced expert witness I will

always so no if a video assessment is not clinically

or legally appropriate.

 

Barrister meetings are still effective too with very

little differences. The whole team are still on board

and there is opportunity to work through the

evidence and discuss the case. There seems to be

less delay which is great.

 

I’ve also found that there are some clients who

simply can’t be assessed face-to-face until quite

some time and it’s important we’re able to review

the whole scenario before making the decision

with all parties. Just recently, from the initial

enquiry I could see that the Claimant has a

tracheostomy and is therefore highly vulnerable in

terms of Covid risk. I was therefore able to advise

that a video assessment is necessary because a

face-to-face visit carries a high degree of risk.

 

 

 

Cathy: I’d say no. Whilst I strongly believe they are not

appropriate for every single client, where they can work

they work extremely well and of all the video

assessments I’ve done, I can confidently stand by my

objective opinion. With video assessments I’m able to

look at 90% of the situation. For example with one client

I was unable to test maximum muscle power but this can

be reassessed further down the line and my opinion was

able to be based on minimum muscle power. The final

10% would not have  changed my opinion or my

recommendations for their future physiotherapy needs.

 

 

 

 

THE GOLDEN QUESTION IS
WHETHER REPORTS AND
YOUR OPINION ARE
HINDERED WITH REMOTE
ASSESSMENTS; WHAT
WOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR
VIEW?

Sam: Video assessments haven’t hindered the reports I

write but I’ve taken each client on a case by case basis

and have been clear of the scenario in which I’ve made

my recommendations so that everyone understands the

remit in which I’m working. This transparency is important

to both me as a professional and the integrity of the

case.

 

 

 

 


